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Special points of interest:
Looking for an Opportunity to learn more
about the paranormal?
Noah will be teaching
continuing education
Classes at UWWaukesha in April
2014 Check out UWWaukesha’s continuing education website
and click on the ALA
Carte courses to find
out more information.
These classes will be
held on Wednesday
nights.
If you have any questions please feel free
to contact Noah at
noah@paranormalmilwa
ukee.com
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PIM TO BE FEATURED ON NEW SHOW
In January PIM member Missy was invited to share the experiences she
had this last summer at Bobby Mackey’s in Wilder, Kentucky on a new
show called “Ghost Adventures: After Shock”.
This last summer four PIM members and 3 special guest investigators
investigated 4 locations throughout Ohio and Kentucky. During this
“Expedition” the group investigated Bobby Mackey’s. This is a very
well know “haunted” location that has been featured on many shows
including Ghost Hunters and Ghost Adventures. Ghost Adventures has
been there twice and both times have many claims of activity including
being physically attacked, evil spirits following them home after the
first investigation, being possessed, many EVP’s and visual sightings.
The Night Club has a history of murder, suicide, mob connections,
shootings, beatings etc. (if you would like to read more about
Mackey’s history you will find it written in both reports from PIM’s
recent visits to the night club).
On July 24th it was PIM’s first time investigating Mackey’s. This was
the 3rd investigation on the “Expedition” and was to be a short one, only 5 hours. It turned out to be five of the most interesting hours of the
expedition. The overall conclusion about the night was that there is
something definitely occurring there that is not readily explained.
Many unexplainable things happened that night but 2 of the most predominant occurrences was that Missy was pushed not once but twice
on two separate occasions by something unseen and both events occurred in front of many witnesses. This is why the “After Shock” show
contacted Missy. Wanda Kay, who runs the paranormal tours and investigations at Mackey’s, was contacted by Ghost Adventures asking if
anything had been happening recently at the night club. PIM’s visit
stood out in her mind so she told them about that July 24th visit. Unfortunately not everyone that was involved in the investigation was
able to go but about a month after originally being contacted Missy
was off to Las Vegas for filming.
It is uncertain at this time when the show will air but rest assured PIM
will keep everyone posted on Facebook, Twitter, in the Newsletter,
and our Website!
If you would like to read more about PIM’s visits to Bobby Mackey’s
please read our reports on our Website under the Cases tab.
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Upcoming Investigations/Events Public Investigation in Pembine, WI

Saturday February 8th: Noah
will host a private Equipment
Class in West Allis, WI
Saturday, February 15th:Private
Residential Investigation in Milwaukee, WI
Saturday, February
22nd:Investigation of two Historic
Theatres in Milwaukee, WI

On April 12-13th PIM will be hosting a public event at the BEAUTIFUL Four Seasons
Resort in Pembine, WI. This is a great opportunity to experience what it is like to be a
Paranormal Investigator and stay at a luxurious island resort at the same time! Along
with the guided investigation of the hotel you
will also receive a stay in a room at the hotel,
a one hour presentation by PIM, a steak dinner and brunch the next morning. For more
information about the Paranormal Activity of
this resort please check PIM’s website under
the Cases tab and read our Four Seasons’s
Resort report. For reservations please call
715-324-5244. Hope to see you there!!

New Member, Mary Sciurba
In January PIM welcomed new PIM member, Mary Sciurba to join our team. She wrote a short article about herself so we can all get to know her a little better. Mary is a great addition to PIM and we look forward to her becoming a part of the PIM family
I became familiar with PIM after taking Lead Investigator and PIM founder Noah's class not once, but twice,
through the West Milwaukee/West Allis rec department. In my spare time, I train in obedience and agility with
our dog. I am also an avid reader and Green Bay Packer fan. Professionally, I am a Registered Nurse at a psychiatric hospital. I became interested in the paranormal after doing some (legal) urban exploration of a few historic
buildings. I was curious about the history, significant events, and occupants surrounding these buildings and fascinated by the thought of residual energy remaining behind. As a member of PIM, I am looking forward to learning about conducting investigations, proper use of equipment, scientifically debunking claims, and most of
all, the possibility of having an experience that cannot be explained.
Recent Investigation News/Highlights
 On January 21st, PIM member Missy flew out to Las Vegas, Nevada for filming of the new show “Ghost Adventurer: After Shock”. Please see the article on Page 1 for more details.
 On February 1st, PIM members Gravy, Tea, and Denys investigated a private residence in Milwaukee, WI. The
investigators were able to debunk some claims of activity but overall it was a pretty quiet night. Evidence review is still ongoing for this investigation but a report will be posted on PIM’s website soon.


This Saturday PIM Lead Investigator Noah will be hosting a private Equipment Training class at the West Allis
Library for two new PIM members, and for a few members from other area paranormal teams. This is not open
to the public but if you are interested in learning more about Paranormal Investigation and the equipment used
Noah will be teaching classes this spring at UW-Waukesha. Check out UW-Waukesha’s Continuing Education
Website and click on the A La Carte Courses for more info, or visit PIM’s website and follow the link.
PIM offers scientific investigations of suspected paranormal activity in homes, businesses, and historic sites.
We pride ourselves on providing confidential, professional services free of charge.
To have PIM conduct an investigation for you, contact Noah Leigh (Lead Investigator) through our website or by
the phone number listed above.
We look forward to meeting you at a public event, investigating with you, or just hearing from you on Facebook
or Twitter!

